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Bill Ackman Performance 
 
You probably know Bill Ackman from his investing mistakes as in the rare occasions he 
makes one, it usually gets all over the news. He lost big on Valeant, on his extremely public 
Herbalife attack and the brawl with Icahn. The last example being Netflix that he bought and 
consequently quickly sold at a $400 million dollar loss. 
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Bill’s notorious Netflix mistake gets views - ‘Bill Ackman Netflix’ YouTube search query 
 
However, in defense of Bill Ackman, his performance speaks for itself, and he is open about 
the fact that mistakes are a given within his concentrated strategy.  
 
Plus, something very important to think about when it comes to investing, to quote Bill: “I 
love changing my mind”. I feel that one of the hardest things with investing is to rationally 
analyze the situation from a current perspective, despite the sunk costs, investment loss 
that could be realized etc. Bill Ackman can be unemotional about investing, even with the 
whole world watching him.  
 
In spite of the notorious mistakes, he has been beating the market for a very long period of 
time, and did especially well the last few years. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=bill+ackman+netflix
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Pershing Square Holdings historical performance – Source: Pershing Square Semiannual 
Letter 
 
Given his performance, focused investment strategy and the fact that most of what he does 
is public, it is a great opportunity to learn from Bill Ackman by analyzing his investment 
process, portfolio, and investment ideas. Let’s start with a quick overview of his strategy, 
followed by an in-depth portfolio review and a conclusion on what we as retail investors can 
apply to improve our long-term investing returns. 
 

Bill Ackman Investing Strategy 
 
In a recent interview (September 2022), Bill Ackman summarized his investment strategy: 
 

I. Predictable business: “Our business is finding companies where we can predict with a 
very high degree of confidence what a business looks like over a very long period of 
time”. 

II. Predictable cash flows: “Find a business where you can predict with a high degree of 
confidence what the cash flows will be in many, many years and build them up”. 

III. Pricing Power and what would Buffett call a Moat - “We own businesses that can 
protect themselves from inflation… and can withstand the test of time” 

IV. High concentration (currently just 7 positions in his portfolio): “this is a high return 
strategy, and we can afford to lose” on mistakes. 

V. Sophisticated asymmetric macro instruments - hedges: “We are spending a lot more 
time looking at interesting asymmetric macro type instruments and that has been a 
very profitable place for us”. 

 
Out of the 5 strategic points above, I feel that points I,II and III should be applicable and 
extremely beneficial to all retail investors while IV depends on how much risk you can 
personally take and I would leave number V to Ackman as I don’t believe my retail investors 
can make deals with investment banks on credit default swaps or other insurance/hedging 
options. Let’s dig into his portfolio. 
 

https://pershingsquareholdings.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Pershing-Square-Holdings-Ltd.-June-2022-Interim-Letter.pdf
https://pershingsquareholdings.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Pershing-Square-Holdings-Ltd.-June-2022-Interim-Letter.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cn-Nop0IXo
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Bill Ackman Pershing Square Portfolio & Stocks Analyses 
 
Bill Ackman employs an extremely concentrated portfolio strategy with his portfolio having 
only 7 positions in the last reporting period. Since he has disposed of Dominos and maybe 
not reported below, there is also Universal Music. 
 

 
Pershing Square Holdings Portfolio – Source: Stockcirle 
 
A look at what Bill Ackman sold recently shows how his strategy works most of the time but 
there are mistakes here and there. The last one being Netflix. Fortunately, most positions 
have been closed at a profit.  
 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman
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Pershing Square Holding recently closed positions – Source: Stockcirle 
 
On top of the long investment positions, Bill Ackman has been getting more and more active 
withing various hedges and the best performer of his portfolio in 2022 have been interest 
rate swaptions. Unfortunately, those positions don’t have to be disclosed so we can’t know 
exactly what he owns at this moment in time. 
 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman
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Pershing Square Holdings performance attribution – Source: Pershing Square 
 
Let’s focus on what retail investors can learn and maybe even take advantage from, the 7 
individual holdings. Here is my investment analysis of each holding starting with the largest 
portfolio position. 
 
  

https://pershingsquareholdings.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Pershing-Square-Holdings-Ltd.-June-2022-Interim-Letter.pdf
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Lowe’s Companies - NYSE: LOW – Medium Risk For Medium Reward Now 
 
LOW stock is the largest position in Ackman’s portfolio but a look at his activity shows how 
he has been mostly trimming the position since the 4 million shares purchased in March of 
2020. As the current stock price is $183 and given his public statements during the 
pandemic about first shorting the market, then closing those shorts in the last week of the 
crash, he most likely bought closer to the March 2020 lows. From a price perspective the 
risk and reward of investing in LOW stock now is much different than when Ackman made 
his investment at half the current stock price. 
 

 
Pershing Square Holdings LOW stock – Source: Stockcirle 
 
However, it is still his largest position and therefore should still be a rational investment 
because if not, I assume Bill would not still hold such a position. 
 
LOW Stock Price Action 
 
The stock is down 30% from the December 2021 peak, but still a 3x from the March 2020 
lows. The PE ratio is 14.38 and the dividend yield 2.3%. 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman/low/transactions
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LOW stock price 
 
Lowe’s business – retail challenge 
 
Most of you probably visited a Lowe’s store but for those that live outside of the US or 
Canada, it is a home improvement sector retailers with 2,200 stores in the United States and 
Canada. 
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The business has been around for more than 100 years and therefore Lowe’s is a perfect 
example of Ackman’s focus on businesses that can withstand the test of time. 
 
https://corporate.lowes.com/who-we-are/our-history (make in video show) 
 
Retailers have been under pressure recently as life went back to normal and retail isn’t 
100% of the wallet anymore as it was the case during the lockdowns. On the other hand, 
remote work and other new trends still benefit Lowe’s. However, if I look at Lowe’s 
traditional drivers from their December 2021 outlook presentation; home appreciation 
trends have slowed down, consumer balance sheets aren’t as healthy as those were a year 
ago and mortgage rates are far from all-time lows. 

https://corporate.lowes.com/who-we-are/our-history
https://corporate.lowes.com/who-we-are/our-history
https://corporate.lowes.com/sites/lowes-corp/files/2021-12/2022-financial-outlook-presentation.pdf
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Lowe’s 2021 financial outlook presentation – Source: Lowe’s investor relations 
 
If we check analysts estimates on SeekingAlpha we can see how analysts expect earnings to 
keep growing at double digits over the next 10 years. (By the way, if you want a 60% 
discount on SA Premium, please use the following link – it is a great site to gather 
information, read conference call transcripts and look at 10 year financials). 
 

 
Analysts’ consensus EPS Estimates – Source: SeekingAlpha 
 
The success of investing in LOW stock now will mostly depend on whether the company 
meets the above expectations. From Lowe’s last earnings, we have the CEO saying how the 
3 most important factors impacting the business are: 

 
Q2 2022 Conference call transcript – Source: SA 

https://corporate.lowes.com/sites/lowes-corp/files/2021-12/2022-financial-outlook-presentation.pdf
https://www.sahg6dtr.com/8QCFWJ/GTSC3/
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In general, the CEO sees many positives ahead as houses build in the 2000s are approaching 
an age where big ticket repairs are needed, and he mentions the mid 1990s when the 
housing market slowed but home repairs increased. 
 
The goal of the company is to continue to scale on its growth path. Their goal is to increase 
their market penetration from the current 23 to 25% in the PRO segment over time and take 
more share out of the $900 billion fragmented home improvement market. 
 

 
Lowe’s growth strategy – Source: Lowe’s investor relations 
 
On top of the business growth focus, Lowe’s is also focused on financial engineering to 
increase the share price and EPS. 

 

https://corporate.lowes.com/sites/lowes-corp/files/2021-12/2022-financial-outlook-presentation.pdf
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Lowe’s buybacks strategy focus – Source: Lowe’s investor relations 
 
The strong buybacks strategy has worked greatly over the past years. Revenues went up 
almost two times, from $50 billion to $95 billion, while revenues per share went up more 
than 3 times, from $43.93 to $143.45 thanks to buybacks. 

 
Lowe’s financials – Source: SA 
 
However, there is also a risk side to the above financial engineering, long-term debt levels 
went up from $9 billion to the current $28 billion and the biggest jump in debt has 
happened over the last two years, when the stock price was at the highest level. 

 
Lowe’s financials – Source: SA 
 
Mark Cuban recently stated how ‘buybacks are everything wrong with what companies do’ 
these days and it is funny how Lowe’s states above how it plans to return over $40 billion to 
shareholders over the next 3 years. The $40 billion will be spend on buybacks and the 
money will go to those shareholders that sell the stock, not to those that hold and invest in 
it.  
 
LOW stock valuation and investing risk vs. reward 
 
Lowe’s current PE ratio is 14.79 while the forward PE ratio is 13.90. As I am writing this, the 
market cap is $113 billion. If the business isn’t hit by the possibly coming recession and 
growth expectations are met while they keep doing $12 billion of buybacks per year, it is 
likely the stock will go up over time because the number of shares will decrease. 

https://corporate.lowes.com/sites/lowes-corp/files/2021-12/2022-financial-outlook-presentation.pdf
https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCrTTBSUr0zhPU56UQljag5A
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Lowe’s shareholder value strategy – Source: Lowe’s investor relations 
 
Even if the business doesn’t grow at all over the next 5 years and they just keep spending 
$13 billion on buybacks per year, EPS should double, all else equal.  
 
Unfortunately, there is also a risk part in the above equation. With operating cash flows of 
around $10 billion per year, capex of $2 billion, taxes and other, the real free cash flows per 
year are closer to $7 billion. 

 

 
Lowe’s financials – Source: SA 
 
The company is taking on debt to financial engineer higher stock prices. When it comes to 
financial engineering where you delay the costs (debt) and take the benefits immediately 
(buybacks), my feeling is that it is a strategy that works, until it doesn’t.  

https://corporate.lowes.com/sites/lowes-corp/files/2021-12/2022-financial-outlook-presentation.pdf
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I also assume Bill Ackman knows that very well, and that is the reason why he trimmed his 
position, and I wouldn’t be surprised to see him sell it all completely if the financial 
engineering stops working. As long as the company can take on debt, has good operating 
cash flows, the buybacks will keep on working, but if there is a hit to the business, growth 
estimations are lowered, the stock price will fall and all that will be left is a pile of debt 
because the company spent the most on buybacks when the stock price was higher than it is 
now. 

 
 
Lowe’s buyback strategy rewarding shareholders that sell at peak prices 
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LOW Stock Investment Conclusion 
 
LOW has what Bill Ackman seeks: 

- A very profitable business with good cash flows,  
- A positive secular trend in home improvement needs, 
- A business that will withstand the test of time given you have to fix your home 

sooner or later, 
- A catalyst in the form of financial engineering through buybacks that builds on the 

operating business growth and pushes the stock higher. 
 
However, LOW is also at risk from macro developments, higher rates, cheap debt availability 
and temporary business cash flow creation. If I look at operating cash flows, those have 
boomed recently as we all were mostly at home over the past two years. 

 
If that trend steams off and cash flows return to 2019 levels, it would change the valuation, 
the earnings base for future growth estimations and consequently significantly impact the 
stock price in spite of possible buybacks. 
 
It is Bill Ackman’s largest position, but we don’t know whether and how he is hedged for the 
above risks developing. As long as the financial engineering continues and the business 
grows, Lowe’s will do well, but if that trend stalls for a while, the negatives will emerge, and 
things could get ugly.  
 
As an example of Bill’s possible hedges, a 3-month out of the money put at a strike price 
10% below the current stock price costs around $5 or around 2.7% of the stock price but if 
the stock crashes 20%, such an option can triple your money.  

  
LOW stock option chain – puts – Source: SA 
 
Thus, we could assume Bill Ackman has some kind of hedge where whatever happens he 
will end up ok. Without being hedged at this moment in time, you are taking a lot of risk if 
there comes to a temporary pause in the financial engineering due to business headwinds 
and increased debt costs that could significantly pressure Lowe’s stock price. 
 
When Bill Ackman purchased his stocks, Lowe’s was a low risk/high reward value 
investment because the downside was limited and what was left was only upside. Now, I 
would categorize this as a medium risk, medium reward investment. 
Plus, Lowe’s went from spending approximately $4 billion per year in buybacks to spending 
now more than 3 times that. We cannot know whether this is under the influence of activist 
Bill Ackman but that could be very possible.  
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He already made his money on this, only time will tell how will he move next. I don’t think 
retail investors should have any reassurance by the fact LOW is Bill’s largest position – you 
never know with Bill, what is his real hedged position. 
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Chipotle NYSE: CMG 21.7% of the Portfolio 
I remember when the company had sanitation issues and when Bill Ackman entered as an 
activity investor. It has been nothing but up for the stock since. 

 
 
Similarly to the LOW situation, Bill Ackman has been mostly selling CMG stock over the last 
years. 

 
Bill Ackman CMG stock activity – Source: Stockcirle 
 
There has been no significant activity lately, but Bill Ackman was promoting Chipotle in his 
last letter to shareholders. In summary: 

• Chipotle continued its impressive performance in 2022. 
• Chipotle continued to lead the restaurant industry in growth for both same-store 

sales. 
• Chipotle’s economic model remains firmly intact, with restaurant-level margins in 

excess of 25% in the second quarter. 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman/cmg/transactions
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• We believe Chipotle is one of the best-positioned consumer companies for the 
current inflationary world.  

 
That all sounds great, but Bill has been mostly selling in the past, and when it comes to 
investing; risk is a function of price paid. 
 
 CMG Stock Valuation 
 
Yes, CMG is likely a great business, but the best time to buy great businesses is when those 
are in temporary trouble because that is when, if you are patient, you’ll get the best return 
on your investment. Buying now, when the market cap is $38 billion while operating cash 
flows for the last 12 months have been around $1 billion, seems risky for an uncertain 
reward. 
 

 
All the valuation metrics say the stock is expensive: Source: Seekingalpha – Valuation 
 
Plus, any kind of headwinds, from cost pressures, labor issues or just a small change in 
customer preferences, could impact profit margins and change the perspective of 
everlasting growth the market currently has on the company. 
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CMG net income – Source: SA 
 
But, the same as with LOW, CMG has significantly increased its repurchasing activity by 
spending $904 million over the last 12 months. 

 
CMG repurchase of common stock – Source: SA 
That is just not much and just 2.3% of the market capitalization so in my eyes this is a higher 
risk for lower reward investment. Bill Ackman is likely in the same situation as with LOW, he 
made his money already, sold quite a bit and possibly hedged. 
 

Restaurant Brands QSR Stock 
 
Bill Ackman bought most of his QSR position at the bottom of the pandemic lows in March 
of 2020. He has been selling since but the stock still makes 18.09% of his portfolio. 

 
Bill Ackman QSR stock activity – Source: Stockcirle 
 
I already looked at QSR 4 months ago and my conclusion was that that it looked good as the 
price to free cash flow was around 10.  

 
RBI Stock Analysis – Sven Carlin 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman/qsr/transactions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78mTExwFhSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78mTExwFhSc
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The stock is up significantly since, despite the overall market declining but still the price to 
free cash flow is still in the mid teens. 

 
QSR is paying a significant dividend, it started doing buybacks over the last two years as did 
the two previous companies we discussed that Bill Ackman owns and there is significant 
debt. 
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QSR stock 10 year financials – Source: SA 
 
Bill Ackman discussed the opportunity in his latest letter and concluded the following: 
 

• Restaurant Brands Intl.'s franchised business model generates high-

margin brand royalty fees from its four leading brands. 

• QSR is focused on executing the next phase of its “Back to Basics” 

plan. 

• QSR’s earnings are now greater than prior to COVID and are growing 

at an attractive rate. 

• QSR continues to trade at a discount to its peers and its intrinsic 

value. 
 

The inflation part is very interesting, to quote: “QSR’s franchised-based royalty 
model is particularly attractive in an inflationary environment. QSR’s 
revenues benefit when its franchisees increase prices, but its cost structure 
is not subject to the same inflationary pressures. QSR can continue to grow 
its business with minimal capital required as its franchisees open new 
units. Despite delayed permitting, higher material costs, and inflationary 
headwinds, QSR’s unit growth returned to its historic mid-single-digit 
growth rate last year.”  
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All in all, a 4% buyback yield, a 3% dividend yield for a total shareholder yield of 7% with 
famous and stable brands. The PE ratio is at 20, thus not cheap, but then again not even too 
expensive. In line with the other Bill Ackman positions we have discussed at this moment in 
time: medium risk and medium reward but maybe on the cheaper side compared to Lowe’s 
and Chipotle, but then again, slower growth here. 
 

Hilton Worldwide Holdings HLT 
 
HLT stock is another one where Bill has been mostly trimming his position after the initial 
much lower purchases. His initial largest purchase was in 2018 at prices around $72.  

 
Source: Stockcircle 
HLT stock is now around $130, so another one where Bill made his money already. 
 
This is the summary of Bill’s thesis from August 2022: 

• We increased our investment in Hilton during the pandemic as we 

believed the economic dislocation from COVID-19 would prove to be 

transient. 

• Hilton’s experience with COVID-19 affirmed the co.'s unique business 

model. 

• We expect Hilton to continue to deliver accelerated earnings growth 

for the foreseeable future. 
 
The core of the HLT investment is the expectation of higher earnings in 2023 and a further 
continuation of earnings growth where those double over the next 4 years. 

https://stockcircle.com/portfolio/bill-ackman/hlt/transactions
https://assets.pershingsquareholdings.com/2022/08/19191407/Pershing-Square-Holdings-Ltd.-June-2022-Interim-Letter.pdf
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HLT earnings estimations – Source: SA 
 
As with all the other holdings, HLT is also spending all available free cash flows on buybacks. 

 
HLT buybacks – Source: SA 
 

Bill’s idea is that “Hilton is well positioned to benefit from inflation as its fee-based business model 

benefits from rising ADRs while its cost base is largely fixed“ but that also implies no recession. On 

the other hand, if a recession happens, Bill is hedged. 

For me, yes the growth is there, but paying 30 times free cash flows is a bit stretched for my 

style.  

Howard Huges Corporation HHC 
 
Bill has been owning HHC since 2010, he presented the idea at the 2017 Sohn conference 
and he increased his position significantly during the pandemic crash. 

 
 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/05/12/watch-bill-ackmans-full-presentation-from-the-2017-sohn-investment-conference.html
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Unfortunately for Bill, only his first purchase from 2010 is above water, the rest doesn’t look 
as good as the other stocks Bill bought. 

 
HHC stock price 
 
Investors that followed his 2017 Sohn presentation are now down more than 50%. But, Bill 
is still bullish and here is his summary on the company: 

• The Howard Hughes Corp.'s advantaged business model of owning 

MPCs (master planned communities) enables it to take a long-term 

approach to maximizing the value of its portfolio. 

• HHC’s MPCs are attractively located in low cost-of-living, low-tax 

states like Texas and Nevada that are benefiting from significant in-

migration. 

• HHC’s balance sheet is well insulated from the impact of rising 

interest rates. 

• We believe HHC is extremely well positioned for the current 

inflationary environment. 
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Over the last 12 months, the company has significantly increased buybacks where they 
spent 15% of the market cap. 

 
Further, HHC is trading close to book value now. But keep in mind the book value is in the 
form of properties. With interest rates higher, it is logical that property values can decline, 
so I wouldn’t take this on face value. 

 
 
 

Canadian Pacific Railways 
A recent purchase but still the smallest position in his portfolio. 
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Bill’s summary: 

• With an improving volume and pricing outlook combined with the 

upcoming transformational acquisition of Kansas City Southern 

(KCS), we believe that Canadian Pacific Railway's prospects are 

bright. 

• CP’s pending acquisition of KCS remains on track as the Surface 

Transportation Board’s likely approval approaches. 

• We believe CP’s current valuation represents a meaningful discount 

to intrinsic value in light of the company’s high-quality business 

model and long-term growth potential. 
 
Another play where it is estimated that earnings double as CP integrates KS. 

 
So, if they manage to grow earnings, then this will be a PE ratio of 10 stock. 
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I don’t know, to me this looks expensive. It is funny, when you Google Kansas City Southern, 
SA is promoting my article on that search where I stated that they were prepping KCS for a 
sale by financial engineering buybacks to push the stock higher. 

 
I did analyze railroads in 2020, those were too expensive for me already as I am an absolute, 
not a relative investor. 
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I think this is another medium risk, medium reward play for Bill where he is also likely 
hedged if the economy tanks.  
 

Universal Music Group 

Now, his most recent buy and here is his summary: 

• Universal Music Group's business can be best thought of as a rapidly 

growing royalty on the greater global consumption and monetization 

of music. 

• UMGNF can grow revenues at an annual rate of 10% or so for more 

than a decade. 

• UMGNF has maintained a high-teens growth rate year-to-date. 

• We believe that UMG’s current valuation represents a significant 

discount to intrinsic value. 
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50 times cash flows! Bill’s EGO still there? 
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Bill’s Stocks Conclusion 
 
All are good businesses but also fairly priced. There is the positive coming from buybacks 
that all have implemented, where I assume there is a strong influence from Bill.  
 
On a sidenote, the buyback focus his companies suddenly have, leads me to believe the 
Netflix sale wasn’t because suddenly they figured Netlix’s room for growth has plateaued, 
but likely because the management didn’t want to do what Bill told them. 
 
Every business is in line with Bill’s stated strategy: 
 

I. Predictable business: “Our business is finding companies where we can predict with a 
very high degree of confidence what a business looks like over a very long period of 
time”. 

II. Predictable cash flows: “Find a business where you can predict with a high degree of 
confidence what the cash flows will be in many, many years and build them up”. 

III. Pricing Power and what would Buffett call a Moat - “We own businesses that can 
protect themselves from inflation… and can withstand the test of time” 

IV. High concentration (currently just 7 positions in his portfolio): “this is a high return 
strategy, and we can afford to lose” on mistakes. 
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V. Sophisticated asymmetric macro instruments - hedges: “We are spending a lot more 
time looking at interesting asymmetric macro type instruments and that has been a 
very profitable place for us”. 

 
However, he isn’t as focused on the current price of his holdings because he is more of a 
relative than absolute return investor. 
 
What is the importance of the focus on price? Well, Bill’s goal is to beat the market, to do 
that you need to own the market and then somehow do better. His intention is to do that by 
being hedged on one side, while owning good businesses that should do well. As long as 
there is asymmetricity in both his long and short holdings, he should beat the market. Keep 
in mind he trimmed most of his largest portfolio positions significantly over the last two 
years so he plays a bit on price, but not 100%. He is paid to be invested and he does that 
very well. 
 
So, if his holdings are fairly priced and there is nothing spectacular there, let’s see if the 
stock he considers the best buy at the moment, his own stock of Pershing Square Holdings, 
and the stock he spends the most money on to do buybacks, is something interesting to 
invest in, plus you get Bill to work for you, at a fee of course. 
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Pershing Square Holdings – Best Buy and You Get Bill Working For You At A Discount 
 
 
Now if you like the above discussed businesses and like Bill’s investment strategy, you can 
simply have him invest for you. Plus, you can get all the above at a discount given that his 
stock trades at a significant discount to net asset value. 
 
However, let me immediately debunk the discount to NAV (net asset value) story. Bill goes 
on and on in his letter about closing that discount to NAV and how he doesn’t know why it is 
there while other closed end funds have much lower discounts. 

 
Pershing has the largest discount to NAV of the above closed end funds. 
 
So, if something trades at a 35% discount to net asset value, that should be the best bargain, 
right? Well, not that fast, unfortunately there is static and dynamic discount to NAV.  
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Static discount to NAV 
 
Yes, if Bill would liquidate Pershing Square Holdings today, the discount is 32% and thus 
shareholders paying $33.35 per share now would get $49.62 for a 48% return.  

 
Source: Pershing NAV page 
Of course, Bill will not liquidate because Pershing is his job and he thinks that over time he 
will create more value than to just give a final 48% quick one-time return to his shareholders 
(don’t know if there would be tax issues, probably…). 
Plus, his incentive in the form of a 1.5% management fee and a 20% performance fee on the 
NAV is much more interesting to him. The manager earned $462 million for 2021 and $692 
million for 2020 in performance fees. 

 
Source: Pershing Annual Report 
 
And that fee, year after year, will also explain the discount from a dynamic, longer term 
investing perspective. 
 
Dynamic discount to NAV 
 
If you invest $100,000 with Bill and he gets 1.5% of that every year no matter what the NAV 
does, plus he gets a 20% fee on NAV increase for the year, you quickly see that on a 10% 
return, Bill gets 3.5%, thus 35% of the performance which explains the discount to NAV. 

https://pershingsquareholdings.com/performance/net-asset-value-and-returns/
https://assets.pershingsquareholdings.com/2022/03/29140526/Pershing-Square-Holdings-Ltd.-2021-Annual-Report.pdf
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If I invest $100,000 and Bill compounds NAV at 10% for 10 years, your actual return will not 
be 10%, but 6.5% and after 10 years, you will not have $259,374 but $187,713, or 28% less 
than without fees. 

 
As closed end funds, Bill’s strategy and all is set up in the long-term investing form, the fees 
compound over time and I think also explain the discount to NAV. And if you scroll down on 
his NAV page, the discount has been there constantly since the inception of the fund. 

 
22% discount at the end of 2017 
 
Yes, you can have bill work for you but that comes at a cost of 1.5% of your money no 
matter the performance and then a 20% fee on top of it. Those that invested with him did 
very well no matter the fees so the hope is that he will continue doing so.  

https://pershingsquareholdings.com/performance/net-asset-value-and-returns/
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Conclusion  
 
I feel a bit disappointed, I hoped to find something spectacular to share with you within 
Bill’s portfolio, something that we can buy, forget about it and be much richer after a few 
years. But, unfortunately investing isn’t that simple at all and it also shows how difficult is 
Bill’s job, especially if you need to constantly beat the market. If Pershing hadn’t been a 
close end fund in the 2015-2016 period when he lost more than 40%, most clients would 
have probably left and he would be out of a job.  
So, I am happy because you always learn something when you dig deeper into what 
somebody is doing. With the hedges, buybacks and quality businesses that are fairly priced, 
Bill will likely continue to outperform the market and deserve his fees. 
On, my personal investing journey, the hedges are the takeaway for me personally. If one 
could always force oneself to look for asymmetrically priced hedges to get more protection 
from a retail long-term investing performance, it isn’t stupid at all. I will not make any 
promises because I don’t like making promises, so stay tuned, maybe I’ll surprise you one 
day, maybe I won’t… that is a risk you have to take with me… 
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